The NEWBio Education Thrust

Teacher Training Program (primarily K-12)
Corey Rutzke, Cornell

Bioenergy Scholars Program (primarily undergrads)
Kal Kalavacharla, DSU

Distance Education Program (primarily Grad/prof)
Dan Ciolkosz, Penn State

Natalie Aiello, Stacy Bonos, Leah Bug, David DeVallance, Deb Dietrich, Prosper Doamekpor, Lauren Dowler, Stacie Hritz, Latha Melmaiee, Tom Richard, Larry Smart, Tim Volk, Jingxin Wang, Ben Weickert, Annmarie Ward,

EDUCATOR TRAINING PROGRAM

West Virginia: July 8-12
Pennsylvania: July 22-26

FUEL Their Future
OPEN THEIR EYES TO BIOENERGY.

BIOENERGY SCHOLARS SUMMER INTERN PROGRAM

One Week Orientation at Delaware State University
Two month research internship at a NEWBio institution
Presentation at NEWBio annual meeting (or approved alternate)
Scholarships for Online Graduate Level Bioenergy Courses

The NEWBio Education Thrust

Mobilizing the Masses for Magnificent Bioenergy Measures